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G Symbols 

 
Game (ark) - represents the game of life. 

Gang (Japanese) (ark) - discipline of the will under tyrannical persecution.   

Garage - family atom consciousness. 

Garage (in disarray) (ark) - emotional irresponsibility within family atom consciousness. 

Garage (residential) (dc) - coming back to the family atom; understanding the family atom; 

coming back into the body. 

Garbage (ark) - to dream that you are throwing away your garbage, signifies that you are 

kicking your old negative habits and throwing away your bad characteristics and unwanted traits.  

Garbage can or disposal (ark) - signifies unwanted memories, duties or aspects of the self that 

the dreamer wishes to discard.  It thus also suggests a desire for a new beginning. 

Garbage (disposing for others) (ark) - to dream that you are disposing another's garbage, 

foretells that you will be inconvenienced to repair someone else's reputation.  

Garage (piles) (ark) - to see piles of garbage in your dream, forewarns of the need to change 

your old ways and bad habits. 

Garden (ark) - harvest of the spiritual life. 

Garden Nursery (ark) - preparing the harvest of the spiritual life. 

Gardener (Husbandman) (ark) - the Father in Heaven, the Caretaker of the spiritual garden.1 

Garment (beige underwear) (ark) - unconscious attitude and desire to retreat from life 

involvement. 

Garment (frayed) (ark) - indicates some form of abuse.  (Look at type of garment for more 

insight). 

Garment (gray) - indecisiveness due to karma. 

Garment (in need of mending) (arck) - one needs to retrace his steps to revitalize one of his 

bodies or vehicles.  The garment or object in need of repair holds the keycode to what one is 

mending.  If one is repairing a piece of wearing apparel, it indicates that one is working to 

 
1John 15:1-27 (1) I am the true vine, and my Father is the husbandman. (5) I am the vine, 

ye are the branches: He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for 

without me ye can do nothing. (8) Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit; so shall 

ye be my disciples. 
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revitalize one of his bodies or vehicles. 

Garment (mending) (355) - if one is repairing a piece of wearing apparel, it indicates that one is 

working to revitalize one of his bodies or vehicles.  Mending or darning a garment or any 

physical object indicates that one is agreeing to set out on the task of retracing his steps.   The 

garment or object in the dream, used as a symbol, holds the code key to what one is mending. 

Garment (plaid) (ark) - change or transition of physical nature; karma. 

Garment (seamless) (IS) - Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Garment (soiled) (ark) - indicates sickness.   

Garment (striped) - change or transition of a spiritual nature. 

Garment (underwear) (dd) - may represent unconscious attitudes and prejudices. Color and 

condition give clues as to qualities of concern. 

Garment (underwear) beige (dd) - may represent unconscious neutral attitudes and prejudices. 

Garment (white) - indecisiveness due to karma. 

Garment (white devotional) (ark) - devotional indecisiveness due to karma. 

Garuda bird - is a bird of the solar plexus that becomes the dove at the Mouth of God Center.2 

Gate (chain link fence) (ark) - karmic mental enclosure. 

Gate (chocolate brown) (ark) - enclosure of materialistic pressures. 

Gate (white rod iron) - iron will within a spiritual enclosure. 

Gate (wood) (ark) - physical enclosure. 

Gas (passing)(ark) - preparing to overcome and eliminate poisonous memories and conditions of 

the past. 

Gas Station - to dream that you are at the gas station, indicates a need to transenergize your 

carbon-based body into a crystalline light body. It may also suggest that you need to help and be 

an assistant to others in doing the same.  

Gasoline (ark) – discarding of your carbon-atoms in preparation for replacing with your 

crystalline light body. 

Gay male (ark)- inverted masculine energy. 

Gazelle - to dream of a gazelle is indicative of harmlessness and gentleness. 

Gel (dc) - plasma of the astral world. 

 
2Ann Ree Colton, Consciousness Power. 
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Geometric patterns (over cities) - refer to the etheric encasements enveloping cities.i 

Geometric symbols - man’s means to recover memory of the heavenly states within the heaven 

worlds. All geometric symbols are received through the help of the Cherubim angels who initiate 

man into the mathematical processes in the use of mind plasmas or akasia. 

Ghosts (arc) - lower etheric body; (ark) monsters of the mind. 

Girl (young) – probationer on the path. 

Glands (including pulse points of the body, heartbeat, cells, veins, nerves, arteries, muscles, 

organs) (234) - etheric energy in the lesser etheric body. 

Glass - Insulation from lower astral world. 

Glass, Candelabra, or Crystal - higher astral world insulation. 

Glass Doors (passing thru) - help to rise over the tumults of the astral world. 

Glass Door (seeing through) - identifies the one seeing as having a beginning of reality. 

Glass (encased in) - when one is encased in glass, he is insulated from lower astral currents.   

Glass (broken) - the end.   

Glass (flying against window) - flying against a glass window is a soul seeking to cross the 

barrier between life and death. 

Glass (hitting glass) - bird being killed on hitting the glass is a sign of imminent death. 

Glass (hourglass) (IS) - Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Glass (magnifying) - stepping out of the lower mind; breaking out of the boundaries of the lower 

mind and the magnified senses. 

Glass (of wine) (ark) - grace received from the fruit of the harvest, beyond the planes of the 

astral world. 

Glass (opening glass door and walking thru) (ark) - one is protected in his progression in 

serving Jesus or the love fiat. 

Glass receptacle - “a cup of cold water in my name.”  One is receiving grace from beyond the 

planes of the astral world. 

Glass (wall) - to see glass, as a glass wall in a dream, means that one is being insulated and 

protected. 

Glass (window) - indicates protection; also, witnessing and receiving astral-plane knowledge 

without karmic consequence. 

Glasses - see Eyeglasses. 
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Gleaming-brain initiation - works through the crown of the head. It is the highest initiation 

given to man in this cosmic eternity system.  Direct contact with Eternal Spirit is the initiator.  

The steps to freeing the gleaming brain are prayer, devotion, purification and self-discipline. (See 

pg. 245 for more info.) 

Gloves - service; warning to be tactful. 

Goat - a stupid, stubborn and uncoupling person; one who uses force rather than higher willing.   

Goat (baby white) - a young rigid mind needing a teacher or shepherd. (See nanny goat). 

Goat (Capricorn) - initiations to overcome self-ambition; to evaluate pride; to bridle the desire to 

rule; to warm the cold, icy, undemonstrative temperament; to learn the difference between 

physical passion and spiritual love; to learn of the impersonal karmic law exacting in penalties, 

thus, to overcome the desire to take the law into one’s hands and revenge. 

Goat (nanny) - a woman confined to domestic labors. 

Goat (scapegoat) - a scapegoat is one who falls unwittingly into a karmic trap, and thereby 

becomes a sacrificial agent or vicarious sufferer for the sins of another. 

Gold (coins) - the soul’s effulgence in the higher etheric body. 

Gold (color) - soul-power, soul-grace, soul-memory, enlightenment. 

Gold (metal - cooking utensils) (ark) - spiritual power, reserves and reward in the preparation of 

spiritual nourishment.   

Gold (metal) -   Spiritual power; spiritual reserves; reward from the level of the soul.  To unite 

with gold as a metal indicates the power of manifestation.  The incorruptible true self. {When 

the sun ejected the earth mass which was to form the matrix for the chain of planets around the 

earth, the metal gold was formulated in the earth’s coagulated heated mass.} 

Gold (purse) (ark) - soul grace. 

Gold (ring) - indicates spiritual initiation and soul grace; (IS) Jesus:  Healing - Light Stream #6. 

Gold (sandal on right foot) - symbol of spiritual progress. 

Gold (walking in gold shoes) (ark) - one is progressing on path to spiritual enlightenment. 

Golden Fleece Initiation (ark) - when one is used as the sacrificial lamb or disciple in order to 

gain soul wisdom; gaining the prize of the soul. 

Golden (orange) - life-force vitality or healthy life current. 

Golden (peachy ether) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Leo. 

Golden (pink)(ark) - soul-power, soul-grace, soul-memory, enlightenment embued with love, 
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devotion and reverence. 

Golf - the game of self-evaluation. 

Goose - migration to another place; a change or migration caused by a compulsion stemming 

from the vibratory hum of the soul’s medallion.  In a dream, a person taking on the features of 

the goose means the person is under the domination of another.  A silly idealist. 

Gonads - one is researching his sexual impulses and evaluating the necessity for chastity, purity. 

Government workers - represents the law of the land.   

Grain - to see many sacks or bags of grain means that one is advised to be frugal, to store up 

against an approaching famine. 

Grain (of corn) (IS) - The Venerable One:  Devotion - Light Stream #2. 

Grain (of oats) (IS) - Master Hilarion:  Science - Light Stream #5. 

Grain (of rice) (IS) - Master M (El Morya):  Will - Light Stream #1. 

Grain (of rye) (IS) - Master K.H. (Koot Hoomi):  Law - Light Stream #4. 

Grain (stalk of millet) (IS) - Master Serapis:  Order - Light Stream #3. 

Grain (of wheat) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Grandfather / Grandmother (ark) - can represent the ancestral or former genesis Teacher. 

Grape leaf (ark) - telepathic symbol of the harvest or a redeeming sacrament. 

Grapes - symbol of the harvest; of a redeeming sacrament; (bunch of) (IS) - Master R (Rakoczi):  

Ritual - Light Stream #7. 

Grapefruit - fruits grafted by man, such as the grapefruit and nectarine, are used as symbols in 

dreams to indicate that one has removed himself from the first source of original ideas and is 

being mentally divided by counter idea-streams. 

Grass cut (green) (ark) - sacrifice and renunciation for healing, peace. 

Grass (dry) - means rejection; also a dead life force. 

Grass (green) - healing pastures, peace. 

Grass (green astro turf) (ark) - artificial or manmade healing nourishment. 

Grasshopper (ark) - negative, restless thoughts. 

Gravity (knowledge of) (IS) - Terrestrial Angels. 

Gray and White (ark) - spiritual detachment. 

Gray (blue) - symbolic of deliberation and analysis. 

Gray (dark) - discipline of the will. 
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Gray (garment) - indecisiveness due to karma. 

Gray (green) ark - symbolic of detachment and peace in preparing for a new experience. 

Gray (pale) - detachment and aloofness. 

Grease (ark) - soiled. 

Great Immortals (or Masters) (IS) - instruction telepathies.  They work to keep the disciple on 

the Path; to bring unmanifested ideas. 

Green (bilious/astral) (111) - astral hate, hatred, envy, malice, a lie. (102) - inverted telepathy. 

Green (chlorophyll) (111) - vitality, health, generosity and abundance. 

Green (emerald) (121) - the key solar color of mystical healing for Taurus. 

Green (emerald stone) (124-5) - when one sees the emerald in a dream, it indicates that contact 

is being made with the healing element of chlorophyll fire in the blood.  To observe the emerald 

in a dream is to be prepared for initiation into extended healing powers. 

Green (forest) (111) - peace and healing.  Key to Nature. First instruction from a guru. 

Green (mustard) (111) - astral deception; self-deception. 

Green (Neptunian) (111) - signifies a will initiation.  A pure healing flame of greenish fire seen 

in the aura of a Neptune (Pisces) initiate.  The Neptunian fire is a healing, cauterizing, purifying 

fire.ii  This color may also be seen in dreams when one is preparing to be initiated under the 

planet Neptune. All spiritual healing and instruction are reinforced by the cosmic colors.  His 

etheric body and higher emotions become receptacles of cosmic light, vibration and color.  From 

this he becomes a daytime channel and presence of healing love.  When Neptune is in a fire sign 

as in Leo, Aries, Sagittarius, the colors experienced in initiation are lettuce-green and magenta.   

Green (Neptunian) in earth sign of Capricorn (111) - produces organization of a rare and 

unique order.   

Green (Neptunian in water sign of Scorpio) (ark) - will initiation in Scorpio purifies the 

emotions for the development of the virtue of chastity. 

Green (Neptunian) in earth sign of Taurus (ark) - purifies and disciplines the will for 

stewardship of large resources. 

Green (Neptunian) in fire sign of Aries (ark) - purifies the will from use of force for leadership 

purposes. 

Green (Neptunian) in fire sign of Leo (ark) - purifies the heart for the ethical use of power. 

Green (Neptunian) in fire sign of Sagittarius (111) - produces initiations purifying and 
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overcoming the fantasy and restlessness of the mind.   

Gun (ark) - ^vajra; <destructive tendencies. 

Gun (bullet fired from a bee bee gun) (ark) - vajra from a co-disciple.   

Gun (fired) (ark) - ^vajra; <aggression, anger; destructive, rajasic force. 

Gun (ray) (ark) - ray of truth. 

Gun (rifle) (ark) - physical aggression. 

Gun (water) (ark) - to repel with a stream of consciousness. 

Gunas (Philosophy of Niscience by Arc ‘72) - the Gunas correspond to the Greater Spiritual 

Archetypes. The guna forces are operational through the Archetypal Cord of Divine Mother and 

affects the dreams from the archetypal thread of the Higher Self.  The guna forces are also 

operational through the umbilical cord of the mother.  All gunas have different levels of karma.  

The gunas are represented in the Greater Spiritual Archetypes 26,000 years (Sattvic); Moving 

Archetypes 10,000 years (Tamas); Destroying Archetypes 2,000 years (Rajas).   

Guru (Sacred) or Teacher (IS) - pelican; snow top mountain; string of pearls or jewels.  A 

teacher clothed in white garment surrounded by diamond-like light is an etheric guru of the 

highest order. A teacher with the lower part of his garment colored from the rosy earth ether, the 

upper part of the garment diamond-like, is a teacher still living within the reach of gravity, as in 

the First Heaven or Second Heaven - such teachers only come to advanced initiates. 

Gymnasium / Gymnastics - night training; discipline; getting the subconscious into order. 
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i.  Ann Ree Colton, Vision for the Future, (Arc Publishing Co. 1960) p. 58. 


